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Economic Indicators

Greetings! 
 
World Economy – US-China trade deal expectations have increased significantly with the 
direction the talks are taking with the only caveat of the impeachment drive of the US president 
that is happening. The US government, for now, has delayed the decision on tariffs until the 
official signing of the deal. Secondly, US GDP numbers have beaten market expectations and 
the FED has signaled a pause in the easing cycle on the back of better than expected metrics 
like the unemployment data, consumer index, non-farm payrolls, etc. With the Boris Johnson 
winning the election with a majority the Brexit drive should go through and that should clear 
many grey areas in the deal and bring more focus on UK and Euro on how they arrive at a 
consensus on the exit. Overall, for the market, there will be more clarity as the days go on. 
 
Indian Economy – To jump-start the economy, the government has announced a slew of 
reforms in the past few months. As few of those mega reforms will definitely take some time 
before it impacts and the effects are seen on the economy, but there were visible signs of 
improvement in corporate profitability in this quarter. It is also observed that the trend in retail 
consumption has reversed after hitting a rock bottom in the last quarter. Many sectors have 
shown a decent increase in their sales volumes which brings some optimism into the economy. 
Few Economic Indicators and metrics are still on the lower side as they run on a lag of 2 or 3 
quarters. Inflation has breached the 4% mark for the second straight month esp. because of the 
food inflation weights in the index, but it is still under the mandated limit of RBI. The core inflation 
remained benign as the monsoon was abundant and evenly distributed across the nation. GDP 
has been low for some time, but to look at nominal GDPP growth is not the real metrics and to 
just give an example with nominal GDP growth rate at 9% and inflation at about 10% there 
actually no growth as the whole increase is inflation oriented, so the actual measure is to look at 
real GDP growth rate (or GDP at constant prices instead of GDP at current prices). Overall, the 
Govt is doing all the structural reforms required for the economy to pull through this phase and 
start growing at a decent rate and we expect that one will see changes in about a 4-5 quarters 
period. 
 
Equity markets – Investors have remained optimistic throughout the month and maintained the 
momentum as the indices are on the verge of breaking all-time highs. In the last few weeks, FIIs 
have bought heavily in LargeCap space by pumping close to 12000 crores into Indian markets. 
The impact of tax cuts on the companies’ bottom-line is already seen. This trend is expected to 
continue every quarter henceforth. So, the earnings of those companies will keep improving and 
quality companies will be re-rated. Majority of the movement is seen in the top 70-80 companies 
out of BSE 500 which clearly indicates that investors are giving more value for quality 
companies. The valuation gap between large and smaller companies remain higher. Still, there 
is so much cash sitting on the sidelines waiting to be deployed across the large pockets in the 
market, hence it's fair to expect that there are still many opportunities in Mid and small-cap 
space which will run along in the next leg of the rally. 
 
Debt Markets – Yields on the 10-year bond are broadly unchanged this month as there is not 
much space left in long-dated securities to move further down as the government has no fiscal 
room left. Whereas the short-term papers can move 20-30 bps further down due to the dovish 
stance of RBI.  On the credit side, yield spreads on good quality companies have already 
compressed but there still are some sectors that are yet to be re-rated. The window of 
opportunity is still open in few quality credit funds where the yields are still high and will 
compress in a matter of time, but the major compression in yields is expected in the low credit 
space as and when liquidity comes back into this space and the compression could be to the 
tune of 4-5%, which should be great for a good capital gain in the portfolios. 
 
 
 

Market Commentary

NIFTY - 12230 (2.80%)

SENSEX - 41600 (3.16%)

DOLLAR- Rs 71(0.1%)

GOLD - $ 1483 (1.22%)

OIL - $65.75(3.8%)

GDP ANNUAL GROWTH 
RATE-5.00%

INFLATION RATE-  5.52%

FOREX RESERVES - $453.6 Bn

GSec 10 YR 
YIELD-6.71%  (3.4%)

INTEREST RATE-5.15%

CAD - (-$4.60) Bn

SERVICES PMI - 
52.70 Index  Points

MANUFACTURING PMI - 
51.2 Index Points
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Short Term- Neutral Weight
Long Term- Neutral Weight

• Change in corporate earnings and private capex 
• Change in interest rate policies, crude prices 
• Any Black swan event or shock to Global economy or local economy 

What can change our 
view

Short Term- Over Weight
Long Term- Over Weight

• RBI kept the repo rate unchanged at 5.15% in its recent policy and projected 
inflation at 4.2-5.5% in H2 FY19  which is within comfort zone of inflation (4+/- 2%) 
for RBI 
• Bond yields have remained constant throught out the month, RBI has keenly 
focoused on injecting liquidity by doing OMOs and dollar swaps 
• Volatility in credit space also has reduced this month. With the spreads of quality 
papers off from thier highs, There is a right opportunity for investors in short-term. 

• Global commodity price movements. 
• Fed rate guidance and inflation gap in India. 
• Reversal in bond yields due to global events 
• Reversal in inflation data 

What can change our 
view

Short Term- Under Weight

Long Term- Neutral Weight
• Pause in US FED rate cuts this year could benefit Emerging economies over next 1 
year for FPI money to come in (if the earnings support after propsed tax cuts). So we 
maintain neutral stance with little positive bais. 

• US policy changes and the effects of the fiscal deficit management. 
• Any Black swan event or shock to Global economy or local economy

What can change our 
view

CURRENCY OUTLOOK

EQUITY OUTLOOK

DEBT OUTLOOK

Why

Why

Why
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• In short term markets are expected to react to any negative news on The trade 
deal between US & China with surprise decisions from the US President.  
 
• Governemnt has injected much needed stimulus which will show the effect in 
next few quarters. Largecap Stocks have already moved up. Using this to 
accumalte quality midcap stocks is good opportunity for investors to invest for   
long term 
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